
The Collection #101

By Sigrid Klingenberg
sigridklingenberg.blogspot.nl

Materials used for both cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Papicolor card Original: black (901), Card: kraft, Distress oxide ink: antique linen, speckled egg, 
vintage photo

Cut a 13.5 x 15 cm white card and a 13 x 14.5 cm kraft card. Die 
cut two white bendy shapes.
Cut stamping paper into two 12.5 x 14 cm rectangles. Die cut 
the row of trees from one of the rectangles. Colour in the other 
rectangle with distress oxide ink tumbled glass. Spray with water 
and set aside to dry.
Use the bendy shapes (inner lines of the die) to draw different 
landscape parts onto stamping paper and cut out. Colour them 
in with distress oxide inks. Adhere to the card.
Die cut the houses from stamping paper and glue dark paper 
behind the windows.
Die cut the trees, train and truck from stamping paper. Die cut 
the tyres of the truck and the locomotive from black card. Work 
the paper with different distress oxide inks. Die cut the rails 
from kraft card. Die cut the clouds from pearly white card.
Complete the card with all loose parts.

Draw the car 2x onto kraft card and cut out. Score a horizontal 
fold onto one car at 3.5 cm down from the top and fold this 
glue strip over.
Draw one slightly smaller car onto stamping paper. Cut out the 
windows. Colour in the paper with distress oxide ink antique 
linen, speckled eggs and vintage photo. Adhere black card 
behind the windows. Draw the door, boot/back part, bonnet/
front part, and all loose parts of the car onto stamping paper 
and cut out.
Die cut the gears from kraft card. Die cut the tools from 
stamping paper. Colour in with distress oxide inks.
Stamp the text with black ink and cut out. Adhere to black card 
and trim leaving a 2.5 cm border. Adhere all loose parts. Then 
glue the two cars together with the glue strip and complete the 
card with a bow of rope.

Extra needed for his card:
Collectables: COL1451 (Mini 
village), Craftables: CR1402 
(Bendy card), Creatables: 
LR0524 (Horizon Woodland), 
LR0641 (Truck), LR0711 
(Locomotive), LR0712 (Rails), 
Papicolor card Original: pearly 
white (930), Distress oxide 
ink: festive berries, mowed 
lawn, rustic wilderness, 
tumbled glass, twisted citron

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1548 (Gears 
doily), CR1549 (Home 
Improvement-Tools), Art 
stamp: MM1647 (Kampioen), 
Craft stencil: PS8037 (Car), 
Stamping ink: black, Rope

Extra needed for his card:
Collectables: COL1451 (Mini 
village), Craftables: CR1402 
(Bendy card), Creatables: 
LR0524 (Horizon Woodland), 
LR0641 (Truck), LR0711 
(Locomotive), LR0712 (Rails), 
Papicolor card Original: pearly 
white (930), Distress oxide 
ink: festive berries, mowed 
lawn, rustic wilderness, 
tumbled glass, twisted citron



By Marianne Perlot
mariannedesign.blogspot.com

By Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards:
Creatables: LR0685 (Gate folding die-Forest), Die cut and embossing machine, Paper set: PK9176 (De natuur in), Papicolor card: 
Recycled kraft grey (322), Original: carnation white (903), pearly white (930), nut brown (939) and moss green (951), Snow paper: 
CA3104 (glitter)

Materials:
Creatables: LR0711 
(Locomotive), LR0712 (Rails), 
LR0524 (Woodlands), LR0556 
(Forest trees), Craftables: 
CR1548 (Gears doily), Die 
cut and embossing machine, 
Distress ink: various shades, 
Paper set: PK9176 (De natuur 
in), Papicolor card Original: 

nut brown (939), pearly white (930), dark green (950), grass 
green (907), Decoration paper: CA3127 (silver) 

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1397 (Garden 
soil), CR1550 (Fishing 
bobber), Creatables: LR0493 
(Horizon snowy mountains), 
LR0597 (Tiny’s Beach jetty), 
LR0664 (Ocean view), LR0699 
(Tiny’s waterfront), Stamp 
master advanced: LR0029, 
Craft tape: LR0010 (10 cm 

wide, double-sided), Acryl stamping block, Clear stamps: HT1633 
(Hetty’s in the meadow, birds used), HT1634 (Hetty’s border-
Sky is the limit, air balloon and plane used, HT1635 (Hetty’s 
Sunny days, clouds used), HT1663 (Fisherman), Distress ink: 
walnut stain, pumice stone, Stamping ink: Memento tuxedo 
black, Illustrator Markers by Spectrum Noir: BG1 brown grey 1, 
BT1 pale mint, DG2 bamboo, DG3 camo green, DG4 forest green, 
EB4 earth brown, FS8 eggshell, GB2 caramel, GB9 oak tree, 
IG1 ice grey 1, MB1 muted brown, RB1 pecan, TB1 pearls blue, 
Marker papier: Neenah Classic Crest card 216 gsm, Papicolor card 
Original: baby blue (956), lavender (921), taupe (961), light 
blue (964), Rhinestones: CA3136 (silver), CA3157 (light blue), 
Thread: white

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm brown single-fold card and adhere 12.5 
x 12.5 cm chequered design paper. Die cut the gear doily from 
brown card and work the edges with dark brown distress ink. Use 
the round die of the gears set to die cut a white circle and work 
the edges with light blue distress ink.
Die cut the horizon with trees from 9 x 9 cm light green card. 
Cut the green card into the right shape with the round die of the 
gears set. Work the edges with brown distress ink.
Die cut the pine trees from dark green card and work with brown 
distress ink. Die cut the rails from brown card and work with 
dark brown distress ink.

Die cut and emboss the locomotive from black and white card. 
Die cut the cowcatcher of the locomotive from silver-coloured 
decoration paper. Die cut the steam cloud from white and work 
with brown distress ink. Cut off the black locomotive from the 
wagons and place the die back onto the locomotive. Work the 
openings in the die with a light-coloured distress ink. Then 
place the die onto the wagons and work them with brown 
distress ink. The roof can be given another colour, but it can 
also be die cut and embossed a second time from a piece of 
white paper, and then worked with red or grey distress ink. 
Then cut off the white locomotive from the wagons, making 
sure there is enough paper left at the front to adhere the black 
locomotive. Adhere all parts together, creating the impression 
that the train is riding out of the circle. Decorate the card with 
suitable texts.

Hand cut a 15 x 15 cm white top-fold card and a 14.5 x 14.5 cm 
baby blue square, but do not adhere yet.
Die cut the mountain and the border with soil, work with ink 
and lay aside.
Use Creatable ‘ocean view’ to die cut the strips of water of 
different colours.
Now take the baby blue square and adhere the mountains and 
snow. Then the three strips of water (+/- 2 cm apart) and fi nally 
the soil. Cut and tear a 14.5 x approx. 2 cm strip of design paper 
and adhere along the bottom of the card.
Die cut the jetty, plants and trees. Adhere partly behind the torn 
edge of the design paper.
Die cut the bobber and hook from different colours, cut out 
the white and light green parts and adhere to the bobber. Tie a 
length of white thread through and attach the hook.
Stamp the images onto marker paper, die cut and hand cut them 
and then adhere to the card, the fi sherman with 3D-tape, and 
complete the card with texts and rhinestones.   



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1484 (Fox by 
Marleen), CR1485 (Deer by 
Marleen), CR1507 (Card stand 
Extra), CR1542 (Potted plants 
by Marleen), Creatables: 
LR0535 (Wooden signpost), 

Craft stencils: PS8045 (Mountains by Marleen), PS8088 (Tent by 
Marleen), Papicolor card: Recycled kraft brown (323), Original: 
raven black (901) and light pink (923), Card: dark brown, Gel 
pen: white, Rhinestones: CA3154 (bronze), CA3155 (gold)

Draw the outline of the mountain and the tent separately onto 
pearly white card and cut out.
Use the inner lines of the stencil to decorate. Draw them onto 
the reverse side of design paper. Do not forget to turn the 
stencil over to avoid drawing in mirror image. Cut out and 
adhere, the mountain partly behind the tent.
Die cut the trees with the gate folding die. Cut the branches 
near the straight line in a nicely curved line.
Die cut the parts of the deer and fox. Assemble and place dots 
in their eyes and on their noses with a white gel pen. Adhere 
the deer, trees and fox (this one with 3D-tape) as per example 
given. Die cut the plants and signpost and adhere.
Adhere the images (PK9176) of the fi sherman and campfi re with 
3D-tape. Adhere texts to the signpost and decorate the campfi re 
with rhinestones. 
Finally die cut a card stand and glue behind the card.

Materials:
Collectables: COL1336 
(Champions), Creatables: 
LR0713 (Soccer shoe), Die cut 
and embossing machine, Craft 
stencil: PS8087 (Team shirt), 
Stamp+die set: HT1662 (Soccer 
player), Distress ink: black 
soot, Stamping ink: Memento 
tuxedo black, Papicolor card 
Original: raven black (901), 
red (918), pearly white (930), 

Decoration paper: CA3127 (silver), Stamping paper for Copic 
Markers, Copic Markers: E55, E57, R11, R12, R29 and 100, Gel 
pen: white

Draw the outline of the shirt 2x onto white card and cut out. 
Score a horizontal line on one shirt at 2 cm down from the 
collar. Fold this strip over and adhere to the back of the other 
shirt. The card can stand now.
Draw the inner lines onto red and white card as per example 
given. Draw the stripes on the shoulders onto black card. Cut 
out, then cut in half lengthwise and adhere.
Stamp the soccer player onto stamping paper, die cut and colour 
in with Copic Markers. Use a white gel pen to draw the lines on 
short and socks.
Die cut and emboss the cup from silver-coloured paper.
Die cut and emboss two soccer shoes from red card, leave the 
card in the die and work with black ink. Remove the shoes and 
colour the studs also with black ink. Adhere and complete the 
card with a text.

By Anja Zom
anjazomkaartenblog.blogspot.nl 



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1551 (Big tag), 
Art stamp: MM1645 (Soccer), 
Mask stencil: PS8081 (Slimline 
dots), Distress oxide ink: 
cracked pistachio, mowed 
lawn, evergreen bough, black 
soot, Craft sheet, Hemp cord: 
black

Cut 11 x 17 cm stamping paper. Press the distress oxide ink 
cracked pistachio ink pad a few times onto the craft sheet, spray 
with water and press the card into the ink a few times. Set aside 
to dry or use a heat tool.
Repeat the process with the distress oxide inks mowed lawn and 
then evergreen bough. Dry the card after new each colour.
Finally splash a few water droplets onto the card and dry again.
Then die cut the biggest tag and reinforcement piece.
Stamp the soccer player and text.
Use the mask stencil and distress oxide ink black soot to make 
black dots on the left and right-hand side.
Adhere the tag to larger black card. Punch the hole through the 
black card and thread hemp cord through it.

By Anja Zom
anjazomkaartenblog.blogspot.nl 

Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Stamp master advanced: LR0029, Art stamp: MM1647 (Kampioen), Stamping paper: VersaFine clair 
nocture, Papicolor card Original: raven black (901), Fine liner: black, Blending tool or sponge to apply ink

General instruction: 
Complete the card with a free hand drawn black line.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1537 (Slimline 
frames), CR1538 (Slimline 
banners), Art stamp: MM1644 
(Airplane), Mask stencil: 
PS8089 (Army alphabet), 
Distress oxide ink: speckles 
egg, faded jeans, weathered 
wood, Card: light blue

Die cut the one but largest Craftable die from stamping paper, 
work with droplets of water and set aside to dry.
Place the craft stencil with the army alphabet on the left-
hand side of the card. Apply distress oxide ink weathered wood 
through the big letters, then fade them out a little from left to 
right using a baby wipe. Reposition the stencil and repeat the 
process to create a border of big letters.
Stamp the art stamp in the centre of the card and repeat a few 
small details near the top and bottom to fi ll the card. Stamp the 
text and loose gears.
Adhere the decorated card to a larger die cut black card and 
then to a 9.8 x 1 cm light blue single-fold card.
(Take a sheet of A4 light blue card, cut off 10 cm and then fold 
in half.)

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1537 (Slimline 
frames), CR1538 (Slimline 
banners), Art stamp: MM1646 
(Fishing), Maskstencils: 
PS8081 (Slimline dots) PS8089 

(Army alphabet), Papicolor card Recycled kraft: grey (322), 
Distress oxide ink: cracked pistachio, evergreen bough, pine 
needles, Baby wipes

Die cut the one but largest Craftable from stamping paper and 
work with ink. Place the craft stencil with army alphabet on top 
and use a baby wipe to remove the ink from a few letters.
Repeat this with the dots along the bottom, where the water 
will be. Stamp the scenery of the fi sherman on the left-hand side 
of the card. Then take the stamp and apply ink to the reed only 
and stamp more reed on the right-hand side. Make the images fi t 
nicely. Stamp a few fi sh and a text.
Adhere the decorated card to a larger black die cut card and 
then onto a 9.8 x 21 cm single-fold kraft card. (Take a sheet of 
A4-kraft card, cut off 10 cm and then fold in half.)



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1551 (Big tag), 
Art stamp: MM1643 (Toys for 
boys), Mask stencil: PS8090 
(Camoufl age), Stamp+die set: 
CS1058 (Banners by Marleen), 
Distress oxide ink: shabby 
shutters, forest moss, walnut 
stain, Hemp cord: black

Cut 11 x 17 cm stamping paper and work with distress oxide ink 
shabby shutters. Work the card with the camoufl age craft stencil 
and distress oxide ink forest moss. Flip the stencil over, place it 
on the card again and now work with distress oxide ink walnut 
stain. 
Then die cut the big tag and reinforcement piece.
Stamp the art stamp, a few loose gears and tools. Stamp the 
text, die cut with a banner and cut to size.
Adhere the tag to slightly larger black card, punch the hole 
through the black card and thread hemp cord through it.

By Neline Plaisier
neline-mycardcreations.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1551 (Big tag), Creatables: LR0693 (Anja’s Circle XS), LR0715 (Biscuit doily), Die cut and embossing machine, 
Stamping pad: Archival manganese blue, Distress ink: shabby shutters, picked raspberry, Stamp master advanced: LR0029, Pretty 
Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PK9175 (Rainbow), Papicolor card Original: pearly white (930), moss green (951), Enamel 
dots: PL4517 (pink), PL4518 (blue), PL4519 (mint) 

General instructions: 
Stamp the big text on both cards with Archival manganese blue. Die cut the cookies of LR0715 (Biscuit doily) from design paper 
and brown kraft. Work the brown cookies with distress ink vintage photo, the green macaron met shabby shutter, the pink one with 
picked raspberry and the orange one with rusty hinge. Decorate the card with enamel dots in different colours.

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0697 (Blossom), 
LR0714 (Coffee to go), 
Stamps+dies set: CS1028 
(Mini labels-NL), Text stamp 
by Karin Joan: KJ1706 (Samen 
een bakkie doen), Stamping 
pad: Archival leaf green, 
Distress oxide ink: tumbled 
glass, Distress ink: walnut 
stain, Craft stencil PS8091 
(Coffee beans), Papicolor 
Recycled kraft: grey (322), 
Scrapper’s fl oss: white

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1238 (Cup and 
saucer), CR1537 (Slimline 
frames), Text stamp by Karin 
Joan: KJ1707 (There is always 
time for tea), Distress ink: 

vintage photo, rusty hinge, Decoupage sheet: VK9556 (Time for 
tea), Decoration paper: CA3127 (silver)

Die cut the big tag from pearly white card and the reinforcement 
strip from design paper. Die cut the big rectangle (CR1551) 
from pearly white card, work with the craft stencil and distress 
oxide ink tumbled glass. Then adhere to design paper and trim 
leaving a narrow border. Die cut the small circle (LR0715) and 
2x the small rectangle (CR1551) from design paper. Adhere one 
rectangle to 6.25 x 9.5 cm design paper and most part of the 
other one behind. Stamp the big text and cut out.
Die cut the cup from pearly white card, recycled grey kraft and 
design paper. Work the grey coffee cup with the craft stencil 
and distress ink walnut stain. Die cut the mini label from pearly 
white card, stamp the text with leaf green Archival stamping 
ink. Tie the label to the cup with scrapper’s fl oss.
Die cut the cookies (LR0715). Die cut the blossom from design 
paper and pearly white card. Decorate the heart with an 
adhesive pearl. Die cut the leaves (LR0693) from moss green. Tie 
scrapper’s fl oss through the tag.

Slimline basic card: Cut 10 cm off the length of an A4-card and 
fold in half.
Die cut the Slimline frame from pearly white card and design 
paper.
Die cut the small rectangle (CR1551) from design paper and use 
it to cut out the image of the decoupage sheet too.
Die cut the biscuit doily from design paper and pearly white 
card, stamp the text.
Die cut three tea cups from pearly white card and design paper.
Make an incision into two cups and stack them together.
Die cut the spoon from silver-coloured paper, the cookies from 
different card colours and the leaves from moss green.



By Rimmie van de Sande
butterfl ykisses83.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Stamping ink: Versafi ne onyx black, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7058 
(Eline’s Babies-Little miracle), Card: brown, grey, green, kraft, white, silver and black , Gel pen: white

General instructions:
- The plain reverse side of the double-sided design paper has been used for most of the cards, it teams up perfectly with the 
 colours of the designs.
- Use a cotton pad for an extra soft sheepskin.

Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1402 (Bendy 
card, clouds and sun 
used), CR1536 (Arch by 
Marleen), Creatables: LR0581 

(Bunting banners), Text stamps: CS1051 (Handgeschreven 
baby), Decoupage sheet: AK0086 (Eline’s Backgrounds pastel 
meadows), Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: 
PK9157 (Rainbow)

Extra needed for this card: 
Collectables: COL1479 (Eline’s 
Babies), COL1495 (Eline’s Baby 
crib), Design folder: DF3438 
(Hearts), Text stamps: CS1051 
(Handgeschreven baby), Pretty 
Papers design paper A4-bloc, 
double-sided: PK9170 (Wood & 
Stone), Circle cutter

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1537 (Slimline 
frames), CR1538 (Slimline 
banners), Text stamps: 
CS1 051 (Handgeschreven 
baby), CS1085 (New born), 
Decoupage sheet: AK0085 
(Eline’s Babies & Lambs), 
Enamel dots: PL4518 (blue)

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm white top-fold card and adhere 13 x 13 
cm blue design paper. Cut a 12.5 x 12.5 cm white card and 
use Memento summer sky ink to stamp the hands and feet and 
Versafi ne onyx black for the text.
Cut a 1.5 x 10 cm strip from dotted design paper and cut a 
V-shape into the ends. Cut a 1.5 x 9 cm plain strip too.
Die  cut the motifs needed from various card and design paper 
colours. Complete the card as per example given.

Tip:
On the You Tube channel of Marianne Design you will fi nd a 
video that shows how to make this card.

The basic card is a kind of three-sided tower. 
Cut 3x white card measuring 13.5 x 13.5 cm and fold diagonally. 
Cut 3x design paper measuring 13 x 13 cm and cut in half. 
Adhere the triangles to the basic card (see photo*). 
Assembling (see drawings*): Turn card 2 a quarter turn to the 
left, adhere against the mountain fold of card 1. Turn card 3 a 
quarter turn to the left and adhere against the mountain fold of 
card 2. Adhere one half of the velcro near the mountain fold of 
card 3 (see drawing*) and the other half to the corresponding 
spot on the reverse side of card 1. 
Cut and tear a 2.5 x 11 cm strip from design paper with planks 
motif. Cut a 1.4 x 4.5 cm white strip and stamp a text. Cut a 3 
x 5.3 cm white strip, stamp a text and adhere to 3.4 x 5.7 cm 
design paper.
Die cut the motifs needed from various card and design paper 
colours. Complete the card as per example given.

Cut a 10.5 x 27 cm white strip and score folds at 2.5 – 5 – 22 – 
24.5 cm. 
Die cut the background into a 9.3 x 16 cm rectangle. 
Cut two 2 x 10 cm strips from design paper. Cut a 2.5 x 22 cm 
green strip and cut off one side in a wavy line. Cut a 3 x 5.5 cm 
white card, stamp a text and adhere to 3.5 x 6 cm design paper.
Die cut the motifs needed from various card and design paper 
colours.
Complete the card as per example given.

12,5 x 12,5 cm 12,5 x 12,5 cm 12,5 x 12,5 cm
Bergvouw
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